TOPIC: MicroJet HRP Handheld Firmware/Software v12.1.1 Upgrade.

BACKGROUND:
This bulletin reviews firmware/software changes from version 11.1 and higher to version 12.1.1.

DETAILS:

Who Should Upgrade
End users with a MicroJet HRP Handheld released from July 2017 to 19 January 2018 (Firmware version 11.1 and higher) should upgrade to enhance the systems operation performance.

Improvements:
- Improved stability for Chinese/Korean user defined codes
  - Default codes were incorrect and caused user interface instability
- Improved on-screen keyboard stability when text entry box is empty.
- Improved connection to Handset.
  - Auto connection on restart sometimes failed to connect Handset. The auto connection process has been improved to address this issue.

Corrections:
- Corrected message not printing sometimes on power up when using high line speeds (i.e. 300 ft/min).
- Corrected Chinese translations
  - Numerous translations in the Chinese user interface were corrected.
- Corrected logos and bitmap fields not being updated when printing.
- Corrected issue that caused all bitmap files to be deleted when printing.
- Corrected synchronization with real time clock.
  - Real time clock was found to drift overtime on systems based on latest CPU boards.

Firmware and step-by-step instructions on how to make the upgrade can be downloaded through the following LOVESHAW box.com link:

https://loveshaw.box.com/s/hyhb5f5l8grahvvluh7ueyf1rlb8hiu5